Rubrik delivers radically simple data protection that does more. Modernize and automate data protection with one solution that covers workloads across on-prem and the cloud.

- **Radical Simplicity**: Single SLA policy engine automates protection
- **Designed for Cloud**: Cloud-native backup and recovery
- **Recover Fast**: Near zero RTO with Live Mount
- **Fast Ransomware Recovery**: Encryption & immutability secures data in-flight or at rest
- **Self-Service Orchestration**: API integration with top orchestration tools

HCL has a robust cloud services ecosystem and spectrum of services to enable rapid IT response. Whether it is scaling up of resources or optimizing your operations, HCL can deliver a smooth experience for you and your customers.

- **Cloud Platform Set-up**: Design and build modern hybrid cloud solutions
- **Infrastructure Automation**: Design and integration of AI-powered automation
- **Near-Zero Touch Ops**: Cloud operations services built with extreme automation
- **Service Management**: ITSM frameworks compliant with ITIL and IT4IT
- **Service Orchestration**: Your Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS) vision realized

**CUSTOMER RESULTS**

- **~40%** TCO SAVINGS
- **60%** REDUCED COMPLEXITY
- **5X** IMPROVED SLAS
- **2X** FTE PRODUCTIVITY